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I. INTRODUCTION
This White Paper develops a framework that policymakers can use to assess the benefits
of existing antitrust law in combatting complex public policy problems involving
dominant firms. Such problems often have economic, social, and political dimensions
that call upon government to craft creative solutions using a variety of available
tools. The available tools often include not only antitrust law, but economic and/or
social regulation, intellectual property law, labor and trade policy, tax law, and other
mechanisms that work together to achieve socially desirable outcomes. It is up to
policymakers to choose the right tools and apply them in proper proportions.
For example, policymakers in the digital technology sector have been working to strike
the right balance in addressing economic, social, and political concerns involving the role
of large, dominant platforms and aggregators. We also see the evolution of multifaceted
problems involving dominant firms in the food and agriculture sector, where there is
growing concern over bottlenecks and fragility in the global food supply chain, in the
energy sector, in the ongoing transition from fossil fuels to renewables, and elsewhere in
the U.S. economy. But in the robust debate that often accompanies complex public policy
problems involving dominant firms, advocates and policymakers sometimes struggle to
understand the risks and benefits of relying primarily or exclusively on antitrust solutions.
Part of the challenge is that antitrust law has evolved to embrace high levels of technical
complexity, rendering it impenetrable to many of the non-expert policymakers who seek
to deploy it as part of a broader strategy. Particularly as evidence of rising economic
concentration has accumulated, both at aggregate levels and in specific U.S. sectors
and markets, confusion over antitrust law’s capabilities has sometimes bred unrealistic
expectations that the law can serve as a panacea. Yet, juxtaposed with the dearth of
major merger and monopolization actions in spite of such evidence, it has also bred
skepticism of the law’s efficacy and suspicion that it is ideologically captured. What
has been missing is a framework for policymakers to make practical assessments as to
the strengths and weaknesses of an antitrust-focused approach to solving public policy
problems.
This White Paper fills this gap. It provides policymakers with a framework for assessing
potential outcomes when antitrust law is deployed to address public policy problems
involving dominant firms. It assists policymakers in assessing the likelihood of achieving
desirable solutions and understanding where other tools also should be brought to bear
to help them achieve their goals in the near term.
As of this writing, several proposals to reform the antitrust laws have been introduced
and discussed. Beneficial reforms that better address dominant-firm behavior can come,
first and foremost, through the common-law evolution of antitrust doctrine in the courts.
When antitrust enforcers, whether public or private, have the fortitude to bring novel,
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pathbreaking merger and monopolization actions that are economically sound and within
the broad scope of antitrust law’s protections, valuable new precedent often follows and
expands the law’s capabilities. However, the process of common-law reform is notoriously
slow.
Less frequently, but just as importantly, beneficial reforms also can come from
administrative rulemakings or Congressional legislation. With sensible substantive
and procedural changes through rulemaking or legislation, and in the hands of skilled,
dedicated enforcers, antitrust law’s capabilities likely could be significantly increased
in the near term. Of course, with ill-conceived reforms, and in the wrong hands,
retrenchment also is possible. Several reforms may now be in the offing, but their nature,
timeline, and ultimate prospects remain unknown.

‘‘

Accordingly, this White Paper considers the prospects of antitrust solutions to major
public policy problems under current legal doctrine. In particular, it examines the
prospects of beneficial antitrust enforcement in light of the law’s current doctrinal goal of
protecting the welfare effects that arise from commercial competition. The commercial
competitive process is believed to create and increase pressure on businesses to charge
lower prices, sell more products, buy more inputs, and pay higher wages (“price/output
effects”), as well as to innovate and bolster the quality, variety, service, and choice
associated with their offerings (“non-price effects”). The paper develops a framework for
policymakers to assess whether and how antitrust litigation that increases this pressure
and its effects can be useful in solving current public policy problems.

Complex public policy problems that require complex solutions often
demand that policymakers identify the proper role of antitrust law within
a portfolio of available legal and regulatory tools.

”

The framework is based on five key variables that affect degrees of uncertainty associated
with obtaining litigation-based antitrust relief that protects or restores competition.
Section II of the White Paper provides background on the need for such a framework
and the two primary forms of litigation-based antitrust relief that can be useful to
policymakers: deterrence and equitable remedial orders. Sections III and IV examine key
areas of antitrust law from which uncertainty variables can be derived, including core
areas of agreement and disagreement, respectively, regarding antitrust law’s underlying
policy goals as articulated by the U.S. Supreme Court. Section V identifies and explains
the five variables, based on this analysis. Section VI turns to the question of how
policymakers can use the five variables to assess degrees of uncertainty in obtaining
deterrent and remedial relief through antitrust litigation. Section VII concludes.
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II. ANTITRUST LAW, DOMINANT FIRMS, PUBLIC
POLICY PROBLEMS, AND UNCERTAINTY
During the last decade, the efficacy of U.S. antitrust law has come under heavy scrutiny
in light of growing evidence that market power is on the rise in the U.S. economy.1
Studies show, for example, that cartels and monopolies have demonstrated increased
durability over time and that economy-wide lobbying and rent-seeking activities are on
the rise.2 Exclusionary practices have been permitted despite leading to higher prices and
reduced output, and cartel prosecutions persist despite seemingly strong criminal and
civil deterrents.3 Moreover, rival firms are now typically owned by common institutional
investors that have little incentive to encourage competition.4
Other measures show that concentration has been increasing at aggregate levels and in
relevant product and labor markets.5 Economy-wide indicators of economic dynamism
such as levels of business investment, the profit share of gross domestic product, the rate
of start-ups, and the closeness of the gap in accounting profitability between the most
and least profitable firms, are in decline.6 It comes as no surprise then that firms’ surplus
wealth and average price-cost margins also have been increasing and mergers have been
systematically accompanied by increased price-cost margins.7
Although none of these findings are decisive individually, leading scholars believe that,
collectively, they make a “compelling case” that “the exercise of market power has been
widening for decades—extending to more markets, increasing in importance within
markets, or both.”8 And, this has been occurring “[i]n spite of the depth of antitrust norms,
precedents, and institutions.”9

‘‘

What has been missing is a framework for policymakers to
make practical assessments of an ‘antitrust approach’ to solving
public policy problems.

”

Against this backdrop, policymakers have focused intently on the political and economic
power wielded by large, dominant firms. For example, the Majority Staff of the Antitrust
Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee recently conducted a multi-year
investigation of dominant firms in the digital technology sector, which included seven
evidentiary hearings and culminated in a 450-page report. The report described the firms
as “the kinds of monopolies we last saw in the era of oil barons and railroad tycoons”10
and concluded that their “power must be reined in and subject to appropriate oversight
and enforcement” or “[o]ur economy and democracy are at stake.”11
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The antitrust laws’ prohibitions on monopolization and anticompetitive mergers under
the Sherman and Clayton Acts are widely recognized as key policy levers in combating
the political and economic power of dominant firms. In a litigation context, the laws
are potentially helpful to policymakers in two primary ways. First, antitrust lawsuits can
deter socially undesirable dominant-firm behavior. Under existing law, deterrence is
possible when plaintiffs can make plausible evidentiary allegations suggesting that the
dominant firm’s behavior produces an anticompetitive effect. Under Supreme Court law,
claims supported by plausible evidentiary allegations of an anticompetitive effect are
permitted to proceed past the preliminary stages of antitrust litigation.12 Such claims
have deterrence value, even if they are ultimately unsuccessful, because they impose
meaningful litigation costs on defendants and help alert judges, legislators, regulators,
other businesses, and the public to the defendant’s socially undesirable behavior.13

‘‘

Second, antitrust lawsuits can generate remedies that restore lost competition. Remedies
may be possible based on plausible evidentiary allegations alone, because remedies
sometimes can be achieved by voluntary settlement. However, remedies often require
plaintiffs to prevail at subsequent stages of litigation by successfully supporting and
proving their allegations, including at summary judgment and trial. Such remedies also
require judges to fashion equitable orders that effectively restore the competition
that has been lost as a result of the challenged conduct or merger, often by mandating
divestiture of assets or lines of business.

During the last decade, the efficacy of U.S. antitrust law has come
under heavy scrutiny in light of growing evidence that market power is on
the rise in the U.S. economy.

”

Policymakers who can assess degrees of uncertainty in obtaining desirable deterrent
and remedial relief through antitrust litigation can go a long way toward assessing the
desirability of an antitrust approach to solving public policy problems, because they
can develop reasonable expectations regarding antitrust solutions. The approach has
important limitations, however. Most notably, antitrust litigation, particularly in the
domain of monopolization and merger law, involves high baseline levels of uncertainty.
Because the federal antitrust statutes are written in broad, constitution-like language that
provides only vague guidance, the vast network of rules that govern specific commercial
behaviors in the U.S. economy emanate principally from precedential court opinions.14
And, like any system of common law rules, antitrust law’s boundaries and capabilities,
especially at the margins, can be murky and inconsistent.
Unpredictability also follows from the fact that the law’s boundaries and capabilities are
perennially in flux, insofar as they remain susceptible to new interpretations by individual
judges from case to case. Individual judges in both federal and state courts differ
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considerably in their familiarity and facility with the economic concepts undergirding
antitrust law, as well as in their confidence and willingness to look past novel factual
settings or nontraditional manifestations of competitive harm that superficially may
appear unique but are in fact well grounded in familiar economic realities. Policymakers
seeking to assess the desirability of an antitrust-focused approach therefore must accept
that high baseline levels of uncertainty, whether with regard to obtaining deterrence or a
remedy, are inevitable.
Nevertheless, some categories of antitrust claims generate more uncertainty than others,
which allows for practical, albeit imperfect assessments of an antitrust approach to solving
public policy problems. As the White Paper details in the next section, an appreciation
for the key differences emerges from an understanding of the key areas of philosophical
agreement and disagreement in antitrust law. These key areas are instructive because they
disproportionately tend to shape the litigation arguments that are put before the judges
who delimit the law’s boundaries and capabilities from case to case.
Since the late 1970s, the key areas of agreement and disagreement in antitrust law have
coalesced around the U.S. Supreme Court’s stated goal in applying the law, which is “to
encourage competitive markets to promote consumer welfare.”15 Many experts attribute
this goal to the current “paradox of substantial market power with robust antitrust.”16
However, the goal’s two components have attracted different kinds of scrutiny. On the
one hand, there has been remarkable consensus, and almost no dispute, that antitrust law
should continue to “encourage competitive markets,” at least in some fashion.17 On the
other hand, there has been contentious public debate, and recent Congressional hearings,
on whether antitrust law should continue to “promote consumer welfare” as that term
has been defined and re-defined, and understood and misunderstand, over the last
several decades.18 Agreement that antitrust law should somehow protect and promote
“competition,” and disagreement over whether and how it should promote “consumer
welfare,” arguably are modern antitrust law’s defining features.
This White Paper does not delimit the benefits that expansive, economically sound antitrust
cases litigated before knowledgeable judges are capable of realizing for the good of the
U.S. economy. It does not attempt to resolve current philosophical divides or specify the
contours of effective legislative or administrative reforms, although it can inform them.
Rather, the White Paper provides a pragmatic analysis that identifies several variables
that policymakers can use to assess degrees of uncertainty in obtaining antitrust relief.
It should be understood as drawing lessons from a descriptive rather than a normative
account of existing law.
Sections III and IV explain how key areas of agreement and disagreement in antitrust law
inform variables that can be used to assess degrees of uncertainty in obtaining antitrust
relief. Section III focuses on the central area of agreement: the well-accepted idea that
“the policy unequivocally laid down by the [antitrust laws] is competition.”19 Section IV
focuses on three areas of disagreement: (1) whether consumer welfare is better served
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by stimulating economic growth or protecting consumers’ property rights, (2) whether
the consumer-welfare goal is served by protecting competition throughout the supply
chain or only by protecting competition at the end of the supply chain, and (3) whether
antitrust law protects only the final, end-purchasers in a supply chain or also protects the
other trading partners of firms with market power.

III. GUIDANCE FROM THE ROUGH
“COMPETITION” CONSENSUS
For better or worse, “[t]he heart of our national economic policy long has been faith in
the value of competition.”20 Moreover, the Supreme Court has stated unequivocally that
the antitrust laws are “aimed at preserving free and unfettered competition as the rule
of trade.”21 However, as Judge Bork explained in his infamous book, The Antitrust Paradox,
confusion in antitrust law can arise “from the ambiguity of the word ‘competition’” and
“[t]he fact that judges, like the rest of us, have used the word to mean very different things.”22

A. A SHARED VIEW THAT ANTITRUST LAW PROTECTS AN AMBIGUOUS
CONCEPT

Judge Bork believed “competition” could have any of five different meanings that
deserved to be sorted out. It could be defined, (1) as “the process of rivalry”;(2) as “the
absence of restraint over one person’s or firm’s economic activities by any other person
or firm”;(3) as “that state of the market ‘in which the individual buyer or seller does
not influence the price by his purchase or sales’”;(4) as “the existence of fragmented
industries and markets”;or (5) as “any state of affairs in which consumer welfare cannot
be increased by moving to an alternative state of affairs.”23
Although Judge Bork preferred the fifth definition over the others, the Supreme Court
has largely adopted a hybrid approach in conceptualizing “competition.” In the Court’s
articulation, Congress adopted competition as the rule of trade “on the premise that
the unrestrained interaction of competitive forces will yield the best allocation of our
economic resources, the lowest prices, the highest quality and the greatest material
progress, while at the same time providing an environment conducive to the preservation
of our democratic political and social institutions.”24
For policymakers, the implications of the modern Court’s adoption of this implied
Congressional choice are threefold. First, the focus on “competitive forces” implicates
“the process of rivalry” among commercial market participants, which “is the means by
which a competitively structured industry creates and confers its benefits.”25 Second, the
focus on “yield” suggests the law does not view commercial rivalry “as an end in itself,”26
but rather protects the competitive process as a means to the desirable ends that such
rivalry is believed to generate.27 Third, the focus on “unrestrained interactions” implies
that the antitrust laws’ approach to protecting the competitive process and its yield is to
cultivate only a market “environment”—that is, the laws promote free and open markets
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‘‘

but do not prescribe any particular industrial outcome or structure for U.S. industry.28
With these observations in mind, policymakers should recognize that the antitrust laws’
commitment to competition and the competitive process poses risks in relying on the laws
as a policy tool. First, antitrust enforcement promotes competition even where market
failure threatens to prevent competition from living up to the premise on which the laws
are based. Second, antitrust enforcement promotes competition even where competition
causes harm to vulnerable members of society that policymakers may desire to protect.
Each of these risks affects degrees of uncertainty that policymakers should consider in
assessing the prospect of achieving deterrent and remedial relief under antitrust law, and
particularly of achieving relief they would consider desirable.

Policymakers who can assess degrees of uncertainty in
obtaining deterrent and remedial relief through antitrust litigation
can go a long way toward assessing antitrust law’s usefulness,
because they can understand how much confidence they should
place in antitrust solutions.

”

B. THE RISK THAT COMPETITION FAILS AND THE RISK THAT IT SUCCEEDS

The first risk follows from the fact that competition cannot always be trusted to deliver
material progress and can even threaten to work against it. One example is where the
competitive process undergoes long pauses, or effectively ends, with one firm or a very
few firms “winning” the market, which is common, for example, in markets characterized
by strong network effects. U.S. antitrust law distinguishes between monopoly obtained by
foreclosing competitors and monopoly obtained by a “superior product, business acumen,
or historic accident,”29 notwithstanding that they are economically indistinguishable in
their capacity to inflict injury on consumers and other market participants.30 The law
refuses to punish monopoly caused by competition itself on grounds that “the successful
competitor, having been urged to compete, must not be turned upon when he wins.”31
Even in markets that feature many competitors, and which have not been overwhelmed
by a single dominant firm, competition sometimes still can fail to deliver material
progress or, under certain conditions, even actively undermine it. For example, markets
for information-based products can be susceptible, to varying degrees, to information
asymmetries that may lead to market failure. When sellers compete on quality and
consumers lack the ability to evaluate quality, “there may be a considerable opportunity
for sellers to provide low-quality goods” and “competition may not be a viable response.”32
Buyers in these markets who lack the necessary information to make a welfare-enhancing
choice are not helped, and could even be hurt, by the presence of competing offerings.
The correlation between competition and quality can break down readily in the context
of “experience goods,” whose quality consumers cannot know until after they have
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been purchased and consumed, and “credence goods,” whose quality consumers cannot
evaluate at all, even after the fact.33 In a so-called “lemons market” for used cars, to take
an example of an experience good, the result of competition is that “dishonest dealers
tend to drive honest dealers from the market.”34 Without regulatory interventions in the
form of so-called “lemon laws,” economists have shown that competition would lead
sellers with higher-quality used cars to exit the market because they cannot earn higher
profits from their higher costs.35 And, as used-car customers adjust their expectations to
anticipate lower-quality inventory, the process repeats itself, until competition results in
only the lowest quality used cars remaining in the market.36

‘‘

Credence goods, meanwhile, present “the most problems for a well-functioning market.”37
And of particular significance in the modern era of pervasive, information-based digital
products, “information itself will often be a credence good.”38 Online review sites and
search engines offer good examples. When a user searches TripAdvisor for information
about a travel destination, or Google to compare the features of home appliances, the
user may not know—even after performing the search—whether she received highquality results, or even whether the results were well-controlled for fraud.39 In these
circumstances, the competitive process threatens to break down because “consumers lack
the information to know whether switching is a good idea, i.e., whether it will give them
access to better information.”40

Policymakers should recognize that the antitrust laws’ commitment
to competition and the competitive process poses risks in relying on the
laws as a policy tool.

”

The beneficial effects of competition also can fall prey to market imperfections when
one group of market participants is susceptible to behavioral manipulations by another.
For example, in certain kinds of markets such as payday lending and high-interest credit
cards, firms sometimes compete not by providing superior prices or quality, but rather
by attempting to most effectively exploit their customers’ psychological biases and
imperfect willpower, inducing them to make commercial decisions that are against their
objective or subjective personal and financial interests.41 Without consumer protection
and other similar laws, increased competition in such markets tends to lead to increased
exploitation, making consumers (and other market participants) worse off.42
Firms can also use the credence-good qualities of information to “compete” using naked
deception. Knowing and willful false statements can be profitable when they are not
easily detectable, which is often true in “[t]echnical, scientific, or other professional
fields” where such statements have been shown “most likely to be believed.”43
Microsoft, for example, was repeatedly accused over a span of decades of making
false and fraudulent “‘vaporware’” announcements.44 Vaporware is a “marketing ploy of
preannouncing [software] products that do not exist at the time of the announcement
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and may never come into existence in anything like their described form,” in order to
dupe users into waiting in vain for upgrades that are not forthcoming.45 The purpose of
vaporware announcements is nakedly deceptive—they serve only to discourage users
from switching to innovative rival software products, without providing any benefits
in return. Far from increasing consumer welfare or material progress, such competition
via deception raises consumers’ search costs, raises rivals’ transaction costs, induces
consumers to purchase wrong or inferior products, and generally distorts markets and
misallocates current and future economic resources.46
Finally, there is a second risk not that competition will fall prey to a type of market
failure, but rather that competition will succeed. Even absent problematic market
imperfections, the beneficial competition that successfully delivers material progress
to consumers and firms’ other trading partners itself produces “losers” in addition
to “winners.” For example, consumers can be victims of lawful competition when
competition results in natural monopoly or oligopoly. Absent regulation, the law allows
such consumers to be exploited by the monopoly for the maximum possible profit.47
Likewise, workers’ jobs, and even their basic ability to subsist, can be casualties of firm
competition to innovate technologically or develop new business models that reduce
their production costs.48 And, small businesses can be put into bankruptcy or destroyed
when their rivals achieve technological advancements or economies of scale that they
cannot share or match.49
Many individuals and businesses thus endure significant hardship and suffering as a
byproduct of the lawful competition that antitrust law encourages. Indeed, the most
vulnerable consumers, workers, and small businesses, which society otherwise has a
strong interest in protecting, sometimes can be as prone to injuries when competition is
unrestrained as when it is restrained. And the Supreme Court has made clear that
the antitrust laws afford no remedies for the often substantial injuries caused by
competition itself.50

IV. HIDDEN GUIDANCE IN UNRESOLVED DEBATES:
THE PRACTICAL REALITIES OF AN ANTITRUST
LAW THAT PROMOTES CONSUMER WELFARE
While it may be unsurprising that the central area of philosophical agreement in antitrust
law can provide policymakers a certain kind of useful guidance, so too can the central
areas of philosophical disagreement. Ongoing debates over the consumer-welfare aspect
of antitrust law’s articulated goal can be instructive notwithstanding that they remain
unresolved. For purposes of assessing antitrust law’s utility as a policy tool, the debates
need only be understood for their practical implications as to how antitrust cases are
currently brought, litigated, and adjudicated. And the well-supported descriptive claims
made by advocates on various sides of the consumer-welfare debates reveal several
salient facts and practical realities.
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‘‘

Even in markets that feature many competitors, and have not
been overwhelmed by a single dominant firm, competition sometimes still
can fail to deliver material progress or, under certain conditions, even
actively undermine it.

”

A. STIMULATING ECONOMIC GROWTH VS. PROTECTING PROPERTY
RIGHTS: WHICH BETTER SERVES CONSUMER WELFARE?

One major source of uncertainty in antitrust case law, and major line of disagreement
among antitrust experts and litigants, focuses on which kinds of legal protections
promote consumer welfare. The disagreement centers on whether consumer welfare is
served by an antitrust law devoted exclusively to stimulating economic efficiency, or by
an antitrust law that also prevents forced wealth transfers to powerful firms that possess
market power. Under the former view, antitrust law is devoted exclusively to economic
growth. It properly condemns a powerful firm’s conduct only if the conduct causes a
net decrease in the sum of the welfare of all market participants, counting both sellers
and buyers.51 On this view, a powerful firm’s conduct is excused whenever it is, on net,
efficient, meaning it would allow the firm to produce the same level of output using
fewer resources, or a higher level of output using the same resources.52
Proponents of this view—that antitrust law should be devoted exclusively to promoting
economic efficiency and aggregate growth—believe courts should put aside the question
of who captures the surplus generated by efficient firm behavior. Even if the surplus is
captured by a firm with market power at the expense of a vulnerable consumer, they
would maintain that the consumer is better off because the proverbial pie is made larger,
notwithstanding that the consumer may get a smaller slice. Thus, a fiction is believed to
be warranted whereby consumers who are made worse off by certain business practices are
said to be made better off insofar as the practices would increase society’s overall wealth.53
Conversely, proponents of the alternative view—that antitrust law prohibits forced
wealth transfers to firms with market power—believe antitrust law is intended to prevent
the misappropriation of wealth in addition to promoting overall economic growth. They
would view the Sherman Act as “a type of consumer protection statute” that prevents a
species of “extortion,” in which consumers are forced to pay more than the competitive
price (or sacrifice the non-price benefits of a bargain) to firms with market power.54
Antitrust law, on this view, properly condemns conduct by firms with market power when
the conduct forces a wealth transfer in the form of a net decrease in the welfare of the
consumers with whom the firm trades, irrespective of any benefits captured by the firm
itself or the firm’s rivals, distributors, or suppliers.55
On this view, antitrust law cannot avoid asking who captures the surplus generated from
efficiency gains by firms with market power. Challengeable conduct by firms with market
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power should be excused only if it grows the pie and the added benefits are “passed
through” to consumers (or other trading partners).56 Consumers are believed to be better
off when they are protected from forced wealth transfers to firms with market power, even
if it means that society’s overall wealth may not grow at the rate that it otherwise might.

‘‘

Proponents of the view that antitrust law should focus single-mindedly on promoting
efficiency maintain that the case law is consistent with their view. They point out that
Supreme Court case law, dating back to Continental T. V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania Inc. in 1977,
can be construed as consistently prioritizing allocative efficiency concerns over other
values.57 However, proponents of the alternative view—that antitrust law protects against
forced wealth transfers to firms with market power—note that the case law is consistent
with their view as well. They note that courts impose liability upon a determination that
conduct harms consumers without regard to whether the conduct is net efficient from
the perspective of the firm with market power or other market participants.58 The upshot
is that the “efficiency vs. wealth transfer” debate rarely is determinative in litigated cases.59

For purposes of assessing antitrust law’s utility as a policy tool,
the debates over the goals of antitrust need only be understood for their
practical implications as to how antitrust cases are currently brought,
litigated, and adjudicated.

”

B. PRICE EFFECTS VS. NON-PRICE EFFECTS: WHAT IS “HARM” TO
CONSUMER WELFARE?

A second major source of uncertainty, and second line of disagreement among antitrust
experts and litigants, involves a dispute over the scope of protection afforded by
antitrust law. This dispute centers on whether antitrust violations can be proven only
through evidence of measurable price increases and output reductions or also through
evidence of unquantified reductions in the non-price dimensions of competition.
The view that the United States has a price-focused antitrust law is typically supported
on either normative or descriptive grounds. The normative view is that antitrust law
should or must focus on price to maintain analytical coherence. The descriptive view,
which is taken by some who disagree with the normative claim, point to enforcement
trends suggesting that this view has nonetheless prevailed. In other words, the descriptive
view is that successful antitrust cases, for better or worse, disproportionately tend to be
based on allegations of price/output effects.
The normative view is typically defended on grounds that inferences of harm from
qualitative rather than quantitative evidence risk “false positives,” i.e. imposing liability for
conduct that, on net, benefits consumers.60 Proponents of this view do not necessarily
dispute that firms compete along non-price dimensions or that the non-price effects of
firm behavior can harm consumer welfare. Rather, they argue that, absent quantitative,
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empirical evidence demonstrating a negative effect on price (or output), it is too difficult
to distinguish between harmful and beneficial competitive effects of any kind.61 They
maintain that fictions are warranted whereby the costs of false positives from overenforcement can be safely assumed to outweigh the costs of false negatives from
under-enforcement, and that consumers are better off by being made to suffer difficultto-measure harms than by risking imprecise attempts to deter or remedy them.62 These
fictions build upon the fiction discussed in the preceding section—that consumers can be
presumed to be better off when society’s overall wealth is increased, even if the wealth is
captured by firms with market power at consumers’ expense.
The descriptive view is typically defended on grounds that modern evidentiary standards
have evolved in accordance with the normative view. Proponents of the descriptive
view often posit that “any conduct not readily linked to price or output effects would
escape scrutiny,” and that the antitrust laws are often ineffectual because they can be
interpreted, paradoxically, to require quantitative empirical proof of unquantifiable
effects.63 Many argue, accordingly, in favor of reforms or regulatory alternatives to
antitrust law that would address the proof problems associated with difficult-tomeasure welfare degradations. They seek changes that make it easier to prevent conduct
that diminishes entry and innovation incentives of entrepreneurial firms and fosters
“undemocratic” market structures (i.e. markets characterized by more concentration,
less choice, less variety, and less diversity and vibrancy).64 They maintain that current
legal protections for these values are no more than lip service to the extent they require
quantitative evidence that is categorically unavailable.65
Others take an alternative view, rejecting both the normative and descriptive claims and
maintaining that antitrust law does in fact police against harms to the non-price benefits
of competition in addition to the price/output benefits. Proponents of this view can
point to numerous instances where conduct causing anticompetitive non-price effects in
fact has been successfully prosecuted or remedied using existing antitrust law.66 Notably,
however, proponents sometimes offer this evidence in support of mutually exclusive
conclusions. Some maintain that the law’s clear capacity to police non-price effects, and
evidence that enforcers sometimes do so successfully, should serve to validate status quo
enforcement levels.67 They reason that the law’s broad reach, and an absence of direct,
quantitative, empirical evidence of rising market power in many relevant antitrust markets
in the United States, shows that current enforcement levels cannot be increased without
risking false positives, which would wrongly punish beneficial firm behavior. Therefore,
they argue, the status quo should be maintained.68
Other adherents to the view that the antitrust laws are flexible and can reach non-price
harms in addition to price harms argue that the aforementioned collective, circumstantial
evidence of a rise in market power over several decades, despite the law’s clear flexibility
and reach, should serve to condemn status quo enforcement levels.69 They argue that
antitrust law’s demonstrated ability to prevent and remedy non-price harms, coupled with
frequent inaction by enforcers and courts notwithstanding compelling circumstantial
evidence of rising market power, should be understood to reveal current failings in
antitrust law as rooted in faulty error-cost analysis embedded in case law rather than any
fundamental conceptual shortcomings or inflexibility.70
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C. END-PURCHASER WELFARE VS. TRADING-PARTNER WELFARE: WHO
COUNTS AS A “CONSUMER”?

‘‘

The third major source of uncertainty, and third line of disagreement among antitrust
experts and litigants, involves a dispute over who merits antitrust law’s protections.
The dispute centers on whether antitrust law protects only the final, end-purchasers in
a supply chain, who buy products in output markets, or also protects the other trading
partners of firms with market power, who buy or sell products in input markets and
may also benefit from the competitive process. Like the view that antitrust law is
price-focused, the view that antitrust law recognizes only one protected class of final,
end-consumers is alternately supported on normative and descriptive grounds.

A major source of uncertainty in antitrust case law, and major
line of disagreement among antitrust experts and litigants, focuses on
which kinds of legal protections promote consumer welfare.

”

Proponents of the normative argument maintain that an antitrust law focused exclusively
on the welfare interests of final, end-consumers helps “frame a coherent body of
substantive rules.”71 They maintain that, if it is accepted that the goal of the law is to
protect people and businesses in the middle of the supply chain in addition to those at
the end, then “a conflict in values arises” that “always turns out to mean that there are
some cases in which protection of inefficient firms or the subsidization of small firms
should overrule considerations of efficient resource allocation through the free market.”72
They argue that such ‘subsidies’ improperly create “a tax upon consumers for the benefit
of producers—a tax not levied by Congress.”73 And, accordingly, antitrust law should only
impose liability when harm to end-consumers can be clearly identified.74
The descriptive argument is that, for better or worse, the supporters of the normative
claim have carried the day. Proponents of the descriptive argument note that the antitrust
enforcement agencies, as a practical matter, have disproportionately focused attention
and resources on output markets to the exclusion of input markets, notwithstanding that
monopsony causes the same economic harm as monopoly.75 For example, apparently
no merger has ever been successfully challenged on the basis of anticompetitive labor
market effects, despite clear risk factors of competitive harm in labor markets.76 Moreover,
in evaluating claims by businesses in the middle of the supply chain, antitrust authorities
have sometimes neglected to properly distinguish between harm to competition in input
markets and claimed efficiencies in related output markets.77
As with the “price-effects vs. non-price effects” debate, some reject both the descriptive
and the normative claims in favor of an alternative view. Proponents of this alternative
view—which maintains that antitrust law protects more than just end-consumers—reject
the normative claim on grounds that analytical incoherence does not necessarily follow
whenever antitrust law protects the other participants in a supply chain who benefit from
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‘‘

A major dispute centers on whether antitrust violations can be
proven only through measurable price increases and output reductions,
or they can also be proven through unquantified reductions in the
non-price dimensions of competition.

”

the same kinds of welfare effects that end-consumers enjoy as a result of the competitive
process.78 They argue that a conflict in values, and the protection of inefficient firms at
consumers’ expense, can be safely avoided with proper precautions.79 Although courts
clearly accept “consumer welfare” as the goal of modern antitrust law, proponents of
this more comprehensive view of antitrust law’s protections believe the term should be
properly understood as a shorthand for the broader concept protecting “trading parties
on the other side of the market.”80 Sellers who are on the other side of the market from
competing buyers, and intermediate businesses that are on the other side of the market
from competing input suppliers, are entitled to the same benefits from competition as
end-consumers and enjoy antitrust protection accordingly.
Proponents of this more comprehensive view of antitrust law’s protections reject the
descriptive claim by pointing to numerous examples where courts, including the Supreme
Court, have used antitrust law to punish both monopsony abuses against suppliers
and monopoly abuses against intermediate businesses, without regard to whether any
economic injuries are passed through to end-consumers.81 Indeed, courts routinely find
firms with market power liable for such abuses even where it is clear that the challenged
conduct does not pose a threat to end-consumers.82 Thus, these proponents posit that
the “‘antitrust policy of maximizing consumer welfare is really a policy of maximizing
everyone’s welfare’”—that is, everyone who benefits from the competitive process in the
same manner as consumers, through superior price and non-price terms of trade.83
However, there are still further disagreements. Among those that take the more
comprehensive view of antitrust law’s protections, views differ as to how far the law
should go in accommodating the difficulty that can arise in distinguishing beneficial from
harmful effects against suppliers and businesses when quantitative empirical evidence is
unavailable.84 Some take a more relaxed approach to comprehensive protection, arguing
that antitrust law, to ensure that efficient behavior is never improperly punished, should
require proof of an output reduction as a condition for imposing antitrust liability.85
They argue that “buyers and sellers have in common … that both are injured by output
reductions,” but “[t]he impact of the consumer welfare principle on small firms is complex
… and requires close analysis of individual cases.”86
Without output reduction as a guidepost, those who take the relaxed approach worry
that antitrust law would become inconsistent in the manner feared by proponents of
an exclusive focus on end-consumers. The concern is that enforcers and courts would
not know, from case to case, whether a finding of liability would cause consumers to
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sacrifice for the good of small businesses or small businesses to sacrifice for the good of
consumers.87 They fear that accepting anything short of a demonstrable output reduction
as proof of an anticompetitive effect would put judges in the untenable position of
“trading off values for which there is no uncontroversial conversion rate.”88
Others take a more aggressive approach to comprehensive protection. They argue that an
output-reduction requirement would not meet current needs to marshal a proportional
antitrust response to current evidence of rising market power. They argue that requiring
proof of an output reduction, measured quantitatively, would be under-inclusive. It
would overlook the vast majority of injuries to competition that manifest in unquantified,
non-price effects. Such injuries typically are reflected not in countable units of output,
but rather in qualitative measures that defy mathematical precision, including certain
reductions in quality, choice, variety, and upstream investment or innovation incentives, as
well as the “externalizing of a firm’s costs to society.”89
Consequently, some argue that the showing of a demonstrable output reduction should be
relaxed when the federal government is the plaintiff, and that only the threat of an output
reduction should be required in these circumstances.90 Others propose that Congress or
the Federal Trade Commission should establish presumptions or rules for when certain
kinds of conduct are likely to impose hard-to-measure injuries against a consumer,
purchaser, supplier, or other market participant at the hands of a firm with market power.
Presumptions or rules arguably can be used to help the legal system filter the category of
probably-harmful practices out of the economy when quantitative, empirical evidence
of a price increase or output reduction is likely to be unavailable.91 Similar kinds of
presumptions currently are used in certain merger cases and foreclosure cases.92

.

V. FIVE VARIABLES FOR ASSESSING UNCERTAINTY
IN OBTAINING ANTITRUST RELIEF
The analysis in Sections III and IV gives rise to five key variables that policymakers can
use to assess degrees of uncertainty in obtaining antitrust relief to address public policy
problems. The first two variables arise from antitrust law’s commitment to protecting and
promoting competition, discussed in Section III. Both of these variables address the risk that
competition may not serve policymakers’ goals in addressing a given public policy problem.

1. THE THREAT OF MARKET FAILURE. When competition occurs within the

context of a market failure, it may exacerbate a given public policy problem
rather than cure it. Because antitrust law is premised on “faith” in the value of
competition,93 it does not incorporate the risk that competition will produce
undesirable consequences. Policymakers therefore should recognize that to
the extent competition may occur within the context of market failure, they
should consider using accompanying, complementary regulation in addition to
antitrust law.94
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‘‘

Our analysis gives rise to five key variables that policymakers
can use to assess degrees of uncertainty in obtaining antitrust relief to
address public policy problems.

”

2. THE WELFARE TRADEOFFS CAUSED BY LAWFUL COMPETITION.

Antitrust enforcement almost invariably leads to welfare tradeoffs even when
it succeeds in its goal of protecting and promoting the competitive process
and the social benefits it yields. Policymakers therefore should recognize that
other tools necessarily will have to be brought to bear if their particular goal
is to protect vulnerable constituencies from injury. When consumers, workers
or small businesses suffer injuries caused by competition itself, antitrust law
provides no relief.

The remaining three variables arise from disagreements over antitrust law’s commitment
to promoting consumer welfare. The third variable arises from the “stimulating economic
growth vs. protecting property rights” debate;the fourth from the “price effects vs. nonprice effects” debate;and the fifth from the “end-purchaser welfare vs. trading-partner
welfare” debate.

3. THE DETECTABILITY OF A WEALTH TRANSFER. From the fact that the

“efficiency vs. wealth transfer” debate rarely is determinative in litigated cases,
we can infer that conduct that forces a wealth transfer to a firm with market
power, but that creates a net improvement in measurable efficiency, does not
typically appear in published court opinions.95 The implication is that proof
of a forced wealth transfer to a firm with market power is likely sufficient for
a plaintiff to survive the preliminary stages of litigation, but the conduct also
may have to be inefficient for the plaintiff to prevail at later stages of litigation.
Policymakers therefore should recognize that evidence of a forced wealth
transfer likely is capable of leading to both deterrent and remedial relief, but
that it is likely sufficient to achieve only deterrent relief. Depending on the
given judge’s understanding of antitrust law’s goals, precedent in the given
jurisdiction, and the unique facts, there is a risk that conduct may also need to
be inefficient for the plaintiff to be able to obtain remedial relief.

4. THE NATURE OF EVIDENTIARY ALLEGATIONS OF AN
ANTICOMPETITIVE EFFECT. The numerous examples cited by defenders

of antitrust law’s flexibility and reach clearly demonstrate that non-price
harms to competition are prosecutable and punishable. However, the proof
problems that are associated with unquantified, non-price harms suggest that
plaintiffs relying solely on allegations of such harms may have comparatively
more difficulty in persuading fact finders.96 Policymakers therefore should
recognize that allegations of unquantified, non-price harm to competition
likely are capable of leading to both deterrent and remedial relief, but that such
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allegations, standing alone, may be sufficient to achieve only deterrent relief.
Depending on the given judge’s understanding of antitrust law’s goals, precedent
in the given jurisdiction, and the unique facts, there is a risk that allegations of
unquantified, non-price harms may have to be accompanied by evidence of
quantified, price/output harms to be sufficient to achieve remedial relief.97

5. THE COMPATIBILITY OF ANY “INCOMMENSURABLE” COMPETITIVE
EFFECTS. The many instances where antitrust law has succeeded in punishing

both monopsony abuses against suppliers and monopoly abuses against
intermediate businesses, without regard to whether any economic injuries
are passed through to end-consumers, show that viable antitrust claims can
be made based on harm to any person or business. However, when upstream
claimants challenge conduct that produces both non-price effects and price/
output effects, and the non-price effects cannot be converted into quantifiable
units of measurement that are commensurable with the price/output effects,
judges will struggle when the evidence shows a harmful effect on one
dimension of competition but a beneficial effect on the other. Policymakers
therefore should recognize that harm to upstream claimants can support both
deterrent and remedial relief, but that such allegations, standing alone, may be
sufficient to achieve only deterrent relief. If the challenged conduct produces
both non-price and price/output effects and the former are quantifiable, or the
two kinds of effects are aligned (i.e. both harmful), then remedial relief likely
is available as well. However, if the non-price effects are unquantified, and the
two kinds of effects diverge (i.e. one is harmful and the other is beneficial), then
the availability of remedial relief is less certain.

VI. IMPLICATIONS OF UNCERTAINTY VARIABLES
FOR DETERRENT AND REMEDIAL RELIEF
The five uncertainty variables identified in the previous section can help policymakers
assess the prospects of successfully achieving both deterrent and remedial relief through
antitrust litigation. Where levels of uncertainty are comparatively low, policymakers
can trust that the prospect of successful relief is comparatively high. Where levels of
uncertainty are comparatively high, policymakers should recognize that the prospect of
successful relief will turn heavily on the judge, jurisdiction, and unique facts. Accordingly,
policymakers should strongly consider supplementary or alternative policy tools to
address the given problem, if they wish to address the problem proactively.

A. UNCERTAINTY VARIABLES AFFECTING DETERRENCE

The first, second, and third uncertainty variables have important implications for
policymakers in assessing whether antitrust litigation should be expected to have a
desirable deterrent effect. In considering the first and second variables—the threat of
market failure and the likelihood of welfare tradeoffs—policymakers should recognize
that uncertainty increases or decreases depending on whether the competitive process
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can be trusted to serve policymakers’ goals in addressing the given problem. If there is
a risk that increased competition would exacerbate rather than cure the given problem
owing to market failure, or that lawful competition threatens injuries to vulnerable classes
that policymakers are seeking to single out for protection, then deterring anticompetitive
conduct by initiating antitrust litigation often will have little value. However, if neither of
these risks are present, then initiating antitrust litigation is comparatively more promising.

‘‘

In considering the third variable—the detectability of a wealth transfer—policymakers
should recognize that uncertainty increases or decreases depending on whether a forced
wealth transfer can be observed and therefore proven. Deterrent relief may be altogether
unavailable if, notwithstanding any evidence of diminished rivalry, evidentiary support
of a forced wealth transfer is lacking or the wealth transfer cannot be causally linked to
the challenged conduct. However, if the plaintiff is able to make sufficiently plausible
evidentiary allegations of a forced wealth transfer owing to a harmful non-price or price/
output effect, then deterrence is otherwise feasible because such cases should survive
the preliminary stages of litigation, including a motion to dismiss.98

Where levels of uncertainty are low, policymakers can trust
that the prospect of successful relief is high. And where levels of
uncertainty are high, policymakers should recognize that the prospect
of successful relief will turn heavily on the judge, jurisdiction, and
unuque facts.

”

B. UNCERTAINTY VARIABLES AFFECTING REMEDIES

All five uncertainty variables have important implications for policymakers in assessing
whether antitrust litigation should be expected to lead to a desirable, court-imposed
remedy. The first three variables contribute to remedial uncertainty for the same reasons
they contribute to deterrence uncertainty. If deterrence does not serve policymakers’
needs, a remedy should not be expected to do so either. And if the absence of a
discernible forced wealth transfer casts doubt on a plaintiff’s ability to survive the
preliminary stages of litigation, it obviously casts doubt on the plaintiff’s ability to survive
the later stages of litigation as well.
The fourth variable—the nature of evidentiary allegations of an anticompetitive effect—
and the fifth variable—the compatibility of any “incommensurable” competitive effects—
provide additional guidance. In considering the fourth variable, policymakers should
recognize that uncertainty increases or decreases depending on whether claims are
premised on unquantified non-price effects. Uncertainty increases if claims are premised
solely on unquantified, harmful non-price effects and decreases if claims are premised on
quantified, harmful price/output effects, or both. Claims of non-price and price/output
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harms can each have trouble surviving the later stages of litigation and thereby generating
a remedy because of proof problems owing to the absence of “but-for-world” evidence—
that is, evidence of the hypothetical market outcome if the challenged conduct had not
occurred.

‘‘

But, claims premised solely on unquantified non-price effects lead to comparatively more
litigation uncertainty because they depend on the given judge’s understanding of antitrust
law’s goals, precedent in the given jurisdiction, and the unique facts. Part of the challenge
is that consumers’ idiosyncratic preferences and perceptions may exacerbate the proof
problems. For example, one consumer may believe the quality of a given product is high
while another consumer may believe the quality of the same product is low. In contrast,
the price the two consumers were charged is usually more easily established as an
objective rather than a subjective evidentiary fact.

The antitrust laws’ complexity has generated confusion over
what antitrust enforcement reasonably can be expected to accomplish
under existing legal doctrine.

”

In considering the fifth variable, policymakers should recognize that many forms of
challenged conduct generate both non-price effects and price/output effects, instead of
only one or the other. And when non-price effects cannot be converted into quantifiable
units of measurement, the two kinds of effects are necessarily incommensurable.
Uncertainty in obtaining a remedy increases or decreases depending on whether any
incommensurable effects align or diverge. If they align, meaning the challenged conduct
produces both kinds of effects, and both effects are harmful, then judges will have less
difficulty in crafting a remedy, and uncertainty is comparatively lower. If they diverge,
meaning conduct has a harmful effect on one dimension of competition but a beneficial
effect on the other, judges will have more difficulty crafting a remedy, and uncertainty is
comparatively higher.
For example, suppose Amazon began to automatically feature a given proprietary product
and automatically obscure rival products in its online marketplace, notwithstanding that
the proprietary product is both inferior to and more expensive than the rival products. If
the rivals have no distribution alternatives, then the conduct would be expected to cause
a harmful non-price effect by dampening the rivals’ incentives to invest in further product
development that benefits consumers. Because Amazon will feature its own product
even if the rivals’ products are superior, the rivals have no means of recouping any further
investments.
At the same time, the conduct also would be expected to cause harmful price and
output effects. Insofar as consumers are coerced into purchasing the inferior product in
this example, they necessarily will pay more for, and buy less of, the product than if they
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were afforded the chance to purchase the superior product. Thus, in this hypothetical,
the non-price effects and price/output effects are aligned. Policymakers should assume
that antitrust law likely can provide a remedy so long as the plaintiff can satisfy the other
elements of its claim.
However, suppose Instagram were to design its mobile app by employing principles of
addiction science that manipulate users into spending excessive amounts of time on
the platform and have the effect of excluding rival applications. Here, the price/output
effects and non-price effects of the design choice threaten to diverge. An addictiondriven product design likely would cause output to increase, with users spending
significantly more time on the platform than they otherwise would. But, the same
properties likely would cause the quality of the user’s experience to decline. Psychology
studies show that users who become manipulated by addictive software designs become
distracted from personal and professional obligations, agitated, and anxious from overuse. The price and non-price effects of the addictive design choice thus appear to run in
opposite directions: the quantitative output effect appears to be positive but the effect
on quality, at least for many users, appears to be negative. If conduct produces divergent,
incommensurable competitive effects, policymakers should recognize that antitrust
enforcers and courts may struggle to craft an effective remedy, even if such a case could
survive summary judgment and trial.

VII. CONCLUSION
Complex public policy problems that require complex solutions often demand that
policymakers identify the proper role of antitrust law within a portfolio of available
legal and regulatory tools. However, the antitrust laws’ complexity has generated
confusion over the promise and perils of relying on existing legal doctrine to help solve
public policy problems. This White Paper has provided a framework for policymakers
to assess the desirability of an antitrust approach in light of a given policymaker’s own
unique goals. By examining the prospect of deterrent or remedial relief through the
lens of five key uncertainty variables, policymakers can gain a practical, albeit imperfect
understanding of what the existing law should be expected to accomplish and whether
other legal or regulatory tools also should be brought to bear.
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